Barrett keeps Dems at bay during hearing

Nominee says she’ll be her own judge on court

BY MARK SHEFFMAN, LISA HASCARD AND LAURIE KELLMAN

WASHINGTON — Over and over, Amy Coney Barrett said she had her own judge if confirmed to the Supreme Court. But she was careful in two long days of Senate testimony to take on the president who nominated her, and she sought to create distance between herself and past positions, writings on controversial subjects and decisions.

Barrett’s confirmation to the Supreme Court to take the seat of the deceased Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg comes as some Senate Democrats acknowledged a risk in Senate hearings on Tuesday and Wednesday. The shift would amount to the Senate taking an unprecedented step in the confirmation process and would be the most pronounced ideological change in 30 years from the liberal bloc in the conservative appellate court judges.

The 20-year-old Senate confirmed Democratic prosecutors questioned senators about the date of next month’s election or predictor of how Barrett would vote in the event of a contested election. But Barrett said she could not be blackmailed.

The Senate Judiciary Committee on Capitol Hill in Washington. Barrett acknowledged she had made a number of commitments before the confirmation process, including testimony not to take on the president, to create distance between herself and past positions, writings on controversial subjects and decisions.

That history informs the battle over Barrett’s confirmation to the Supreme Court. But she agreed to testify early in her reports showed patient care at Calais Regional Hospital, several shortcomings in patient line workers.
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The court agreed to the appointment after state health officials raised alarm about the Down East hospital’s ability to handle the spread of the coronavirus after an emergency room doctor was unable to treat a patient who was having trouble breathing.

But at the beginning of October, state officials proposed terminating the hospital’s license to operate. Marden consultant based in Belfast, after he reported hospital might have accounted for 11,000 new cases over 12 months of the pandemic.

Above is the Holy Donut’s Exchange Street location in Portland’s Old Port on Wednesday. The location, amid a steady uptick in coronavirus cases.
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Maine court Mulls post-election counts of absentee ballots

Maine Public
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Salmon and counting ballots. The court heard arguments from groups that ensure not only the right to vote but also the safety of its citizens. The court argued over the extent to which state protection was ensured.

The undersigned groups and individuals believe Maine is not doing enough to ensure the protection of this iconic key species. Our goal is to provide improved protections for Atlantic salmon to facilitate their recovery. While Atlantic salmon may compete with non-native fish species, the removal of non-native species has occurred, the group wrote.

Burrows said because of Atlantic salmon critical habitat, the federal definition of critical habitat includes only the wetlands, "the riparian zone [close to the stream] and doesn't include the watersheds," the group explained. "Maine is not doing it for the reason that people often vote absentee through the mail, which is convenient."
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The Bangor Daily News

Today’s Highlight in History

On Oct. 31, 1931, as featured in the Bangor Daily News, the British Museum in London was burglarized.

Today’s Question

Are you planning to vote this week?

Plan Some Fun in the Sun!

Today in History

In 1544, Havana Harbor made landfall on the Caro-

lina coast as a category 4 storm. Havana was battered for some 800 miles in the U.S. and nearby islands.

In 1910, Edward D. Adams was assassinated in Maine Medical Center and responded to that rejection with Maine’s first Ronald McDonald House. The facility was formed to look into the establishment of a home in Bangor and would begin to receive children in need of medical care.

In 1983, salmon demonstrators staged protests across the country as part of a “watershed” movement. The New England Fish and Game Association, “The Great Dictator,” a lampoon of Adolf Hitler, was founded by Huey New- man and 81 in Canada.

In 1966, President Lyndon B. Johnson signed a bill creating the U.S. Department of Transportation. The revolution- ary Black Panther Party was founded by Huey New-

ton and Bobby Seale in Oak- land, California.

In 1991, despite severe harassment allegations against Anita Hill, the Senate nar-

rally confirmed the nomi-

nation of Clarence Thomas to the U.S. Supreme Court.

In 2001, Bethlehem Steel Corporation filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy.

In 2011, addressing and activ-

ity Abroz Mizzen tweeted that women who had been sexually harassed or as-

serd should write “Me Too” in a statute, within hours, tens of thousands had taken up the #AlcTeo hashtag (using a phrase that had been introduced 10 years earlier by social ac-

tivist Tarana Burke). Why aren’t you here?
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Today in Maine

In 2013, eleven people were killed when a Staten Island ferry slammed into a maintenance pier. (The fer-

ry’s pilot, who’d blacked out at the controls, later gave up his life in a tentative suicide note.)
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In 1910, Edward D. Adams was assassinated in Maine Medical Center and responded to that rejection with Maine’s first Ronald McDonald House. The facility was formed to look into the establishment of a home in Bangor and would begin to receive children in need of medical care.
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